Learn how to teach solar principles in effective, engaging ways in your classroom! Join us in Madison for the STEM Educator Solar Institute. At the Institute, you’ll use tools of the trade to install and commission a residential size solar photovoltaic array. You'll review and practice necessary safety measures and electrical principles. Finally, you’ll perform (and take with you) ready to use hands-on classroom lab activities that will enable you to bring solar energy to life in your classroom.

- **Tuesday July 7th — Thursday July 9th, 2020**
- Class morning and afternoon at Madison College, Commercial Avenue solar laboratory
- **Hotel accommodations** in downtown Madison for two nights provided, along with **breakfast and lunch**
- **$450 stipend** paid to participants after full completion of the Academy.
- **One graduate credit available** (estimated cost $60)

Join us in Madison!

Complete the application found on the CREATE website [CreateEnergy.Org](http://CreateEnergy.Org)

For more information contact Joel Shoemaker at Madison College: [JBShoemaker@madisoncollege.edu](mailto:JBShoemaker@madisoncollege.edu)
“Thank you to all of the instructors for presenting the material in a pace and manner that was easy to follow and directly applicable to my classroom.”

“I plan on taking what I’ve learned back to my school to redesign our lab facilities.”

“Really appreciate the opportunity. The safe commissioning process was a great lesson that I will use in my class.”

“I came in with a very basic knowledge of electricity and how solar systems work, but I had my questions answered without being made to feel embarrassed.”

“Wonderful experience that will benefit my students. I plan to purchase solar equipment to use in my class this year.”

“Thank you for this workshop! I learned a lot AND I had fun.”

“All the instructors were great. Clearly, this is a team that has been together for a while.”

“The emphasis on hands-on learning and practical skills was excellent. This is a fantastic class”
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